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Abstract 
In this paper ， we combine fuzzy topological 
structures with algebraic structures on X ， and 
investigate their corresponding structures and 
properties．In the section 3，the relationship between 
fuzzy topological structure and increasing(decreasing) 
fuzzy syntopogenous structure is studied ． In the 
section 4 the definition of continuity of a preordered 
L-fuzzy syntopogenous space ），，（ ≤SX and an 
example is given． In the section 5 the equivalent 
depictions of continuity are researched．In the section 
6 the boundedness and its properties are discussed． 
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1. Introduction 
In [39] A·Csaszar introduced the concept of a 
syntopogenous structure to develop a unified approach 
to the three main structures of set-theoretic-topology: 
topologies, uniformities and proximities. This enable 
him to evolve a theory including the foundations of the 
three classical theories of topological spaces,uniform 
spaces and proximity spaces.In the case of the fuzzy 
structures there are at least three notions of fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures. The first notion worked out 
in [4,5,6,12] presents aunified approach to the theories 
of Chang fuzzy topological spaces[1], Hutton fuzzy 
uniform spaces[2] and Liu fuzzy proximity spaces[7]. 
The second notion worked out in [36,37] agree very 
well with Lowen fuzzy topological spaces[20], 
Lowen-Hohle fuzzy uniform spaces [17,21] and 
Artico-Moresco fuzzy proximity spaces[14]. The third 
notion worked out in [23] agree with the framework of 
a fuzzifying topology[25-28]. In [29], sostak 
introduced a new approach for a fuzzy topology as a 
fuzzy subset of the fuzzy powerset IX(i.e. a mapping 
τ : IX → I) satisfying certain axiom, the 
corresponding theory of fuzzy topological spaces 
containing Chang’s approach as special, in a certain 
sense crisp case, was developed in a series of 

subsequent papers[29-35]. Based on the first notion of 
fuzzy syntopogenous structure the authors 
[9]established the general theory of syntopogenous 
structures on a completely distributive lattice and 
researched the unified question of cotopology，quasi-
uniformity and T-structure．In [10]，we combined 
fuzzy topological structure on X with algebraic 
structure on X，and investigated their corresponding 
structures and their properties. Concretely ， we 
studied the preorder relation generated by an L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure．Conversely we researched 
the L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure defined by a 
preorder relation．And the increasing (decreasing) L-
fuzzy syntopogenous space with preorder were 
defined ， their properties were studied and an 
important example of an increasing L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous space ),,( ≤RSRφ was given．In this 
paper，we continue the research of [10]． In the 
section 3，the relationship between fuzzy topological 
structures and increasing(decreasing)fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures is studied．In the section 4 
the definition of continuity of a preordered L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous space ),,( ≤SX and two examples are 
given．In the section 5 the equivalent depictions of 
continuity are researched ． In the section 6 the 
boundedness and its properties are discussed．In this 
paper we use notation,which is standard for the “fuzzy 
mexthematics”, usually without explanation.  

2. Preliminaries 
In this paper， >′∨∧≤=< ,,,,LL always denotes a 
completely distributive lattice with order-reversing 
involution “′” ．Let O be the least element and 1 be 
the greatest one in L ． Suppose X is a 
nonempty(usual)set，an L-fuzzy set in X is a mapping 

LXA →: ，and XL  will denote the family of all 
L-fuzzy sets in X ． It is clear that 

>′∨∧≤=< ,,,,XX LL  is a fuzzy lattice，which has 
the least element 0 and the greatest one 1，where 

1)(1,0)(0 == xx ，for any Xx∈ ． 
Definition 2.1.[4]) A binary relation << on XL  is 
called an L-fuzzy semi-topogenous order if it satisfies 
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the following axioms ： (1)0<<0 and 1<<1 ；
(2) BA << implies BA ≤ ；
(3) 11 BBAA ≤<<≤ implies 11 BA << ． The 
complement of an L-fuzzy semi-topogenous order << 
is the L-fuzzy semi-topogenous order c<< defined by 

BA c<<  iff AB ′<<′ ． An L-fuzzy semi-
topogenous order <<  is called ： (i)symmetrical if 

c<<=<< ； (ii)topogenous if 11 BA <<  and 
22 BA <<  imply 2121 BBAA ∧<<∧  and 

2121 BBAA ∨<<∨ ； (iii)perfect if 
JjBA jj ∈<< ,  implies jj BA ∨<<∨ ； (iv)co-

perfect if JjBA jj ∈<< ,  implies A∧ j<< B∧ j；
(v)biperfect if it is perfect and co-perfect． 

Suppose that <<1 ， <<2 are L-fuzzy semi-
topogenous orders on X ，we call <<1 finer than 

2<<  ( 2.. <<ei  is coarser than 1<< ) if for any 
,, XLBA ∈  BA 2<< implies BA 1<< ， it is 

denoted by 12≤<<<< ． If 21≤<<<<  and 
12≤<<<< ， then <<1=<<2 ． For a given L-fuzzy 

semi-topogenous order << ， we define 
bip <<<<<< ,,  as follows： BA p<<  iff there exist 

IiAi ∈, ， such that iAA ∨= ， and for any 
BABAi i

i <<<< ;,  iff there exist JjBj ∈,  such 
that jBB ∧=  and jBB <<  for any 

BAJj b<<∈ ;  iff there exist iA ，
JjBIi j ∈∈ ,,  such that ji BBAA ∧=∨= ,  and 

ji BA <<  for any JjIi ∈∈ , ． 
Definition 2.2.([6]) An L-fuzzy syntopogenous 
structure on X  is a nonempty family S of L-fuzzy 
topogenous orders on X having the following two 
properties:(LFS1)S is directed in the sense that given 
any two members of S there exists a member of S finer 
than both；(LFS2)for any <<  in S there exists 1<<  
in S such that BA <<  implies the existence of an L-
fuzzy set C  with BCA 11 <<<< ． 

Let )(XS  be the set of all L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures on X ．If S  is an L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure on X ， then the pair 

),( SX  is called an L-fuzzy syntopogenous 
space ．  An L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure S 
consisting of a single topogenous order is called a 
topogenous structure and the pair ),( SX is called an 
L-fuzzy topogenous space ． S is called perfect 
(resp．co-perfect，biperfect) if each member of S is 
perfect(resp ． co-perfect ， biperfect) ． An L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure 1S is called finer than another 
one 2S ， if for each << in 2S  there exists a member 
of 1S  finer than <<．In this case we also say that 2S is 
coarser than 1S ，denoted by 12 SS ≤ ．If 1S  is finer 
than 2S and 2S finer than 1S ，then 1S ， 2S  are called 
equivalent，denoted by 1S ～ 2S ．To every L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure correspond two L-fuzzy 
topologies sτ 、

*
sτ ， sτ  given by the interior 

operator { :sup0 ρμ = μρ <<  for some 
}S<<∈ ，

*
sτ  given by the closure operator 

μρμ :{∧=  ρ<< for some }S<<∈ ． If  
}:{ Iaa ∈<< is a family of L-fuzzy semi-topogenous 

orders on X then aIa <<∨<<= ∈  is the fuzzy semi-
topogenous order defined by ρμ <<  iff 

ρμ a<< for some Ia∈ ． If S is a fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure，then it is easy to see that 

}:{ Ss <<∈<<∨=<<  is an L-fuzzy topogenous order 
and than }{ s<<  is an L-fuzzy topogenous 
structure ． Moreover ， sτμ ∈  iff μμ p

s<< and 
*
sτμ ∈  iff μμ ′<<′ i

s ．To every L-fuzzy topology 
τ  on X  corresponds a perfect L-fuzzy topogenous 
structure ， }{<<=τS  where ρμ <<  iff there 
exists τσ ∈  with ρσμ ≤≤ ，and a co-perfect L-
fuzzy topogenous structure }{* <<=τS ， where 

ρμ <<  iff there exists τ∈′E  with 
ρμ ≤≤ E ． Moreover ，

cSττ = and *
*
τ

ττ
S

= ，
conversely ， to every perfect(or co-perfect)L-fuzzy 
topogenous structure }{<<=S  corresponds the L-
fuzzy topology sττ = (or *

sττ = ) where sτμ ∈  iff 
μμ << (or μμ ′<<′ )．To two different L-fuzzy 

topologies correspond different perfect(or co-
perfect)L-fuzzy topogenous structures． 

3. Topology and preorder 
A preorder on X  is a binary relation “≤” on X which 
is reflexive and transitive．A preorder on X which is 
also anti-symmetric is called a partial order or simply 
an order．By a preordered (resp．an ordered) set we 
mean a set with a preorder (resp．a partial order) on 
it． 
Definition 3.1.([3]) Let ),( ≤X be a preordered 
set． XLA∈  is called: 

(i)increasing， if yx ≤  implies )()( yAxA ≤ ; 
(ii)decreasing ， if yx ≤  implies )()( xAyA ≤ ; 
(iii)order convex ， if zxy ≤≤  implies 

)()()( xAzAyA ≤∧ ． 
Definition  3.2. Let ),( ≤X  be a preordered set，
define mappings p，a，c: XX LL → ．as follows：
for any 

};:)({))((,, xyyAxApXxLA X ≤∨=∈∈
).()()(};:)({))(( AaApAcyxyAxAa ∧=≤∧=

Lemma 3.1.([10] theorem 3.1) Let ),( SX be an L-
fuzzy syntopogenous space, define a binary relation 

s≤  on X  as follows：for any yxXyx s≤∈ ,,  iff  
for ,,, LSLA X ∈<<∈∈ λ 0≠λ  and Ay <<λ  
implies Ax ≤λ ．Then “≤”is a preorder on X，it is 
called the preorder generated by S on X． 

Lemma 3.2.([10] theorem  3.5) Let ),( ≤X  be a 
preordered set，define<< on LX as follows：for any 

XLBA ∈, ． BA <<  iff yx ≤  implies 
)()( xByA ≤ ， then }{<<=≤S  is an L-fuzzy 

biperfect topogenous structure ， and for  any 
yxXyx ≤∈ ,,  implies yx s ≤≤ ． 



Definition 3.3.([10] Def 4.1) Let ),( ≤X be a 
preordered set ， S  be an L-fuzzy syntopogenous 
structure on X ，then ),,( ≤SX  is called increasing 
(decreasing)if for yxXyx ≤∈ ,,  implies 

)( xyyx ss ≤≤ ． 
Lemma 3.3.([10] Theorem 4.3) )( 1SS μ  is the finest 
one of all increasing (decreasing)L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures which are coarser than S  on 

)(XS ， where ),,(:)({ ≤′∈′∨= SXXSSS μ  
increasing， }SS ≤′ ; 

),,(:)({1 ≤′∈′∨= SXXSSS  decreasing ，
}SS ≤′ ． 

Proposition 3.4. Let ),( τX  be an L-fuzzy topological 
space，then the set of increasing(decreasing) τ-open 
set is an L-fuzzy topology on X ， denoted by 

)( 1ττ μ
． 

Proof ． We prove Proposition 3.4 by [3] 
Proposition 3.2． 
Theorem 3.5. Let ),( τX be an L-fuzzy topological 
space ， and }{* <<=τS ， then 

l
SS l ττττ
τ

μ
τ

μ == **
** , ． 

Proof ． If *
*μ
τ

τ
S

A∈ ， as **
τ

μ
τ SS ≤  by [10] 

Proposition 2.1 τττ
τ

μ
τ

=≤ **
** SS

， also by [10] 
Proposition 4.1 ， ≤≤ SS*

τ ， hence 
AAA ′<<′∈ ≤,τ ， τ∈Aei ..  and yx ≤  implies 

)()( xAyA ′≤′  (i．e． A increasing)．So we have 
completed the proof of μττ μ

τ
≤*

*S
．Conversely，if  

μτ∈B  (i.e. τ∈B  and B increasing) ， then 
BB ′<<′ *

τ  and by [10] Corollary 3.6 BB ′<<′ ≤ ，
let ≤<<=<<<< 0*

0 τ ， as *
00 , τ≤<<<<≤<<<< ≤  by 

Proposition 3.5 [5] ， we know that (X ， S0=
｛ <<0 ｝， ≤) is increasing， and *

0 τSS ≤ ， thus 
μ

τ
*

0 SS ≤ ． But BB ′<<′ 0  implies 
BB i

S
′<<′

<<∈
)(

*μ
τ

U ， and by Proposition 2.1 [10] 
μ

τ
τ *

*
sB ∈′  so *

*μ
τ

ττ μ
s

≤ thus μττ μ
τ
=*

*
s ．We can 

similarly prove *1
*lsτ

ττ = ． 
Let ),( δX be an L-fuzzy proximity space (see 

[7])．by Proposition 2.2[10]． }{ δ<<=S  is an L-
fuzzy symmetrical topogenous structure ， where 

BA δ<<  iff BA ′δ ． Let’s define μδ
s

 as 
follows: μδ sA  B iff BA ′<< ， for some 

μS<<∈ ．It is easy to prove that μδ s
 is an L-fuzzy 

proximity，denoted by μδ ．We have the following 
μδ  depiction theorem． 

Theorem 3.6. BA
μ

δ iff there exist an increasing L-
fuzzy proximity αδ  (i.e. )},{,( ≤<< aX δ  increasing) 
which is coarser than δ and families of L-fuzzy 
sets },,1:{ miAi K= and },,1:{ njBj K= such 
that ，i

m

1i
AA

=
∨=  j

n

j
B′∨=

=1
B  and jai BA ′δ  for 

},,2,1{},,,2,1{ njmi KK ∈∈ ． 
Proof. As BA

μ
δ iff BA ′<< ，

,)(}{ tS μ=<< μ
α SIaU i

q
n

i i
=

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ ∈<<

=
:)(

1
，  so 

BA ′<<  iff BUA q
a

n

i i
′<<

=
)(

1
，by Proposition 3.1[6] 

there exist ｛A1，…，Am｝｛B′1，…，B′n｝and 
j

n

ji

m

i
BBAA

11
,

==
∧=′∨=  for any i ， j ，

j

n

ii BUA
i
)(

1 α<<
=

， thus there is Ia i ∈0
 such that 

jii BA
o

α<<  i.e. ji BA
oi

′αδ ． 
Theorem 3.7. Let ),( ≤X  be a preorder set，define a 
binary relation 0<< on XL  as follows: for 
any BALBA X

0,, <<∈ iff yx ≤ implies 
)()( yAxA ≤ ．Then }{ 0

* <<=≤S  is an L-fuzzy 
biperfect topogenous structure ， and for any 

Xyx ∈, ， yx ≤  implies yx S*
≤

≤ ． 
Proof ． Please see the proof of theorem 3.5 

[10]． 
Theorem 3.8. Let ),( ≤X be a preordered set ，

ELEH X
i :{ ∈=  is increasing on 

)},,( ≤X ELEH X
d :{ ∈=  is decreasing on 

)},( ≤X  ．We define binary relations 
di HH <<<< ,  

as follows： BA
iH<<  iff there exists iHE∈  such 

that BHABEA d<<≤≤ ;  iff there exists 
dHE∈  such that 

BEA ≤≤ ． Then(1)
di HH <<<< , are L-fuzzy 

biperfect topogenous orders; 
(2) ≤≤ =<<=<< SS

di HH }{,}{ *
． 

Proof．(1)We can prove the results immediately 
by Proposition 3.2[3]． (2)As BA

iH<<  iff there 
exists iHE∈  such that ,BEA ≤≤ ，also yx ≤  
implies )()()()( yByExExA ≤≤≤ ， so 

)()( yBxA ≤ ， thus BA 0<< ，
i.e. *

0}{}{ ≤=<<≤<< S
iH ． 

Conversely ， if BA 0<< ， choose 
iHApE ∈= )( ， as BA 0<< ， so yx ≤  

implies )()( yBxA ≤  ， hence BApA ≤≤ )( ，
thus BA

iH<< ， i.e. 
}{}{ *

0 iHS <<≤=<< ≤ ．Therefore *}{ ≤=<< S
iH ． 

Similarly for ≤=<< S
dH ． 

Corollary 3.9. Let ),( ≤X  be a preordered set， S  be 
an L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X ， then 

),,( ≤SX  is increasing iff }{
dd HHSS <<=≤ ． 

Proof．We can prove the result immediately by 
Proposition 4．2(3)[10]． 

4. Definition of continuity 
A preordered (resp，an ordered) set ),( ≤X  on which 
there is a given L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure S is 
called a preordered (resp ， an ordered) L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous space，denoted by ),,( ≤SX ． 
Definition 4.1. A preordered L-fuzzy syntopogenous 
space ),,( ≤SX   is called continuous iff for every 

S<<∈ ， there exists S∈<<1  such that BA <<  
implies )()( 1 BpAp <<  and )()( 1 BaAa << ． 

Example 4.1. Any L-fuzzy syntopogenous space 
),( SX  can be regarded as a preordered L-fuzzy 

syntopogenous space ),,( =SX  where “=” is the 
relation of the equality on X．Such space is always 
continuous． 

Example 4.2.  Let ),( ≤X  be a preordered set，
define binary relation 0<<  on XL  as follows: for any 



BALBA X
0,, <<∈  iff yx ≤  implies 

)()( yAxA ≤ ，by Theorem 3．7， }{ 0
* <<=≤S  is 

an L-fuzzy biperfect topogenous structure ． Then 
),,( * ≤≤SX  is continuous． 

In fact ， if BA 0<< and yx ≤ ，
then xzBA ≤≤ , implies ,yz ≤  )()( zBzA ≤ ，
therefore 

:)({))((}:)({))(( zByBpxzzAxAp ∨=≤≤∨=
}yz ≤ ， )()( 0 BpAp << ． Similarly 

)()( 0 BaAa << ． 
Theorem 4.1. Let ),( τX  be an L-fuzzy topological 
space ， }{ τ<<=S ， then preordered L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous space ),,( ≤SX is continuous iff for 
any τμ ∈  implies τμ ∈)(p  and τμ ∈)(a ． 

Proof．Sufficiency: for any μμτμ τ<<∈ , ，
implies )()( μμ τ pp << ， )()( μμ τ aa << ， so 

τμ ∈)(p  and τμ ∈)(a ．Necessity: if ρμ τ∈ ，
then there exists τμ ∈0  such that ρμμ ≤≤ 0 ，so 

)()()( 0 ρμμ ppp ≤≤  and     
τμτμρμμ ∈∈≤≤ )(,)(),()()( 000 apaaa ，

hence )()( ρμ τ pp <<  and )()( ρμ τ aa << ． 
Proposition 4.2. Let ),( δX  be an L-fuzzy proximity 
space([7]) ， }{ δ<<=S ， then ),,( ≤SX is 
continuous iff for every increasing (or decreasing) set 

XL∈ρ ，we have that δρμρ )(  implies μδρ  (or 
δρμ)(a  implies μδρ )． 

The proof is omitted． 
Proposition 4.3. Let U  be an L-fuzzy uniformity 
structure ([2])on X ， uS (see[5]) is induced by U ，
then ),,( ≤uSX is continuous iff for every Uu∈ ，
there exists Uu ∈1 ， such that BAu ≤)(  implies 

)())((1 BpApu ≤  and )())((1 BaAau ≤ ． 
The proof is omitted． 

5. Definition of continuity 
Theorem 5.1. Let ),( ≤X  be a preordered set ，<<  
be an L-fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X ， we 
define binary relations <′<  and <′′< on X  as 
follows: ρμ <′<  iff there exist XX LL ∈∈ 11 ,ρμ  
such that 11 ρμ <<  and 

ρμρρμμ <′′<≤≤ ,)(),( 11 aa  iff there exist 
XL∈11,ρμ  such that 11 ρμ <<  and 

ρρμμ ≤<< )(),( 11 pp ． 
Then <′<  and <′′<  are L-fuzzy semi-topogenous 
orders on X ． Let 

qq ap <′′=<<<<′=<<< )(,)( ． If S  is an L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure on X ， the 

}:)({)( SpSp <<∈<<=  and 
}:)({)( SaSa <<∈<<=  are L-fuzzy 

syntopogenous structures on X ． 
Proof．We can verify straightly from definition 

2.1，2.2． 
In the same way we can define )(<<c  and 
)(Sc ． 

Proposition 5.2. Let ),( ≤X  be a preordered set，
<< be an L-fuzzy semi-topogenous order ， then 

pp pp )()( <<≤<< ， and pp aa )()( <<≤<< ，
pp cc )()( <<≤<< ． And if S  is an L-fuzzy 

syntopogenous structure on X ， then 
pppppp ScScSaSaSpSp )()(,)()(,)()( ≤≤≤  

and )( tSc ～
tSc )( ． 

Then proof is omitted． 
Proposition 5.3. If a preordered L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous space ),,( ≤SX  is continuous，then 

),,(),,,( ≤≤ tp SXSX  and ),,( ≤tpSX  are 
continuous． 

The proof is omitted． 
Proposition 5.4. For every ),S,X(,Jj j ≤∈ is 
continuous，then ),S,X( jJj

≤∨
∈

 is continuous． 
The proof is omitted． 

Theorem 5.5. Let ),,( ≤SX  be a preordered L-fuzzy 
syntopogenous space，then the following conditions 
are equivalent ： (1) ),,( ≤SX  is continuous ；
(2) SSp ≤)(  and SSa ≤)( ；(3) SSc ≤)( ；(4) 

SSc a ≤)( ，where },,,{ tpbpta∈ ． 
Proof． (1)iff(2)． If ),,( ≤SX  is continuous，

then for S<<∈ ， there exists S∈<<1  such that 
BA <<  implies 

)()(),()( 11 BaAaBpAp <<<< ， hence 
1111 )(,)( =<<≤<<<<=<<≤<<<< qq ap ．Conversel

y， if SSp ≤)(  and SSa ≤)( ， then S<<∈ ，
there exist SS ∈<<∈<< 21 ,  such that 

1)( ≤<<<<p  and 2)( ≤<<<<a ，by Definition 2.2 
there exists S∈<′<  Such that 

<′≤<<<< 21 u ． Thus if BA << ， then 
)()()( BppAp <<  and )()()( BaaAa << ， so 

)()( BpAp <′<  and )()( BaAa <′< ． 
(2)iff (3) is obvious． 
(3)iff (4) ． Because of aScSc )()( ≤ ， but 

SSc a ≤)( ， so SSc ≤)( ， conversely ， if 
SSc ≤)( ，then aa SSc ≤)( ～S． 

Corollary 5.6. Let ),( ≤X   be a preordered set，τ be 
a topology on X ， }{ τ<<=S ． Let 

{ } { }τμμτμμ ∈=∈= :)(,:)( aGpG ap .
,pac GGG ∨= the topology generated by the 

subbase pG (resp ． aG ， cG ) is denoted by 
pτ (resp． ca ττ , )， then { }

papc ττττ <<∨= , ～
{ }{ }

a

pp ττ <<<< )( ～ { }{ }
c

pa ττ <<<< ,)( ～
{ }pc )( τ<< ． 

The proof is omitted． 
Corollary 5.7. Let ),( δX  be an L-fuzzy proximity 
space， “≤”be a preorder on }{, δ<<=SX ，Let 

)()(
,

δδ
δδδδ <<<<

== aapp ， then (1) BAδ  iff 

j

n

jj

n

j
yBxpA

11
),(

==
∨≤∧≤ ，where jj yx δ ，and jy  

is decreasing， njLyxBA x
jj ≤≤∈ 1,,,, ． 



(2) BA aδ  iff ),(
1 j

n

j
xaA

=
∧≤ j

n

j
yB

1=
∨≤ ，

where jj yx δ  and jy  is increasing ，

.1,,,, njLyxBA x
jj ≤≤∈  

The proof is omitted． 
Corollary 5.8. Let ),( ≤X  be a preordered set，U be 
an L-fuzzy quasi-uniformity structure ， let 

bb pSp )({)( <<=μ ： }μS<<∈ ， the L-fuzzy 
quasi-uniformity structure induced by bSp )( μ  
denoted by pμ ， similarly 

acp
SSSapca μμμμμμμ ,,,, ∨= then

bSpS
p

)( μμ = ，
bSaS

a
)( μμ =  and 

bScS
c

)( μμ = ． 
The proof is omitted． 

6. Boundedness and its depictions 
Definition 6.1. A preordered L-fuzzy syntopogenous 
space ),,( ≤SX is called bounded iff for every 

S<<∈ ， there exists xL⊆ε  such that BA <<  
implies there exists ε∈c  with BCA ≤≤ ． 
Theorem 6.1. If ),,( ≤SX  is totally bounded ，
then ),,( ≤SX  is bounded． 

Proof．We can prove the result immediately by 
theorem 3.4[12]． 
Theorem 6.2. A preordered L-fuzzy syntopogenous 
space ),,( ≤SX  is bounded iff for every S<<∈ ，
there exists S∈<<1  and xL⊆σ  such that BA <<  
implies there exist σ∈DC,  with 

BDCA ≤≤≤ 1 ． 
Proof．Necessity：We can prove the result by 

choose σε = ． 
Sufficiency ： For S<<∈ ， by (LFS2) there 

exists <<1 with 111 00 <<<<<<≤<< ．As S∈<<1  
and ),,( ≤SX  is bounded ， So there is XL⊆ε  
with 010 BA << ， therefore exists ε∈0C  with 

000 BCA ≤≤ ． Now for BA << ，

111 00 <<<<<<≤<< ， so there exist 
XLDC ∈, with BDCA 111 <<<<<< ． Thus 

there are ε∈11, DC  such that CCA ≤≤ 1 ，
BDD ≤≤ 1 ， also 111 DDCC ≤<<≤  So 

111 DC << ．Above all，give S<<∈ ，there exist 
S∈<<1  and XL⊆ε  such that BA <<  implies 

there is ε∈11, DC  satisfying 
BDCA ≤<<≤ 11 ， therefore the theorem is 

obtained． 
Proposition 6.3. (1) If 00 ),(, SSXSSS ≤∈  and 

0S  is bounded ， then S is bounded ． (2)If  
)(XSS ∈ ， then S  is bounded iff cS  is 

bounded． 
The proof is omitted． 

Theorem 6.4. Suppose yxf →:  is a mapping，
)(YSS ∈′  and )(1 SfS ′= −

． (1)If S′  is 

bounded，then S is bounded．(2)If f is onto and S′  
is bounded，then S′ is bounded． 

Proof．(1)Suppose )(, 1 <′<<<=′∈<′< −fS ，
by def．6．1 there is YL⊆ε  such that 00 BA <′<  
implies that there exists ε∈0c  with 

000 BCA ≤≤ ． 
Now suppose BA << ， so 

])([)( ′′<< BfAf ，therefore for some ε∈c  such 
that ])([)( ′′≤≤ BfcAf ， and 

BCfA ≤≤ − )(1
． 

(2)Suppose S′∈<′< and 
XLf ⊆<′<<<= − ε),(1  such that 00 BA <<  

implies there exists ε∈0C  with 
000 BCA ≤≤ ． Now suppose BA ′<< ， so 

)()( 11 BfAf −− << ， thus for some 
).(fC)(, -11 BAfc ≤≤∈ −ε therefore 

BCfA ≤≤ )( ． 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose )(),( YSSXSS ∈′∈  and 

),(),(: SYSXf ′→  is ),( SS ′ -continuous onto 
mapping，If S  is bounded，then S′  is bounded． 

Proof ． As f  is ),( SS ′ -continuous ， so 
SSf ≤′− )(1
，therefore )(1 Sf ′−  is bounded．By 

theorem 6.4(2) S′  is bounded． 
Theorem 6.6. SXSS ),(∈  is bounded iff for every 

S<<∈ ， there exist Ii
ii
∈< ,,ρμ ， and S∈<<1  

such that <<≤<<2=
q

Ii
ii
)( ,U

∈

< ρμ ≤<<1，where 
ii ρμ ,<  

defined as follows: BA
ii ρμ ,<  iff 

X
iiii LBA ∈≤≤≤ ρμρμ ,, ． 

Proof．Sufficiency：For S<<∈ ，by theorem 
6.2 ， there exist S∈<<1  and xL⊆σ ， set 
<<2= U

σσσσ
σσ

×∈

<
),(

,
21

21
)( q where σσσσ ×∈),( 21  and 

211 σσ << ．We easily prove 12≤<<<<≤<< ． 
Necessity: For S<<∈ ， there is S∈<<1  and 

<<2=
q

Ii
ii
)( ,U

∈

< ρμ  such that 12≤<<≤<< ． Set 
0,{ =∈= μμσ XL ，or ,1=μ or

kjmjk
μμ ∧∨= or 

kjmjk
ρμ ∧∨= ，where }Imkj ∈ ，We can prove σ  

satisfying the condition． In fact， if ρμ << ，as 
2<<≤<< ， so ,2 ρμ << therefore exist 

NjKkBA jk KK ,2,1,,,2,1,, ==  such that 
,,

11 j

N

jk

K

k
BA

==
∧=∨= ρμ jk BA <′< ， where 

ii pIi
U ,μ<=<′<
∈

， for jk BA <′< ， there exists 
⇒≤≤≤<∈ jmmkjkkj BABAIm

kjkjkjmkjm
ρμρμ ,,,

jm

K

km

K

kk

K

k
BA

kjkj
≤∨≤∨≤∨=

===
ρμμ

111 ,
111111

ρρμμ =∧≤∨∧≤∨∧≤∨=⇒
====== j

N

jm

K

k

N

jm

K

k

N

kk

K

k
BA

kjkj
choose ,

11
σμ ∈∨∧=

== kjm

K

k

N

j
c σρ ∈∨∧=

== kjm

K

k

N

j
D

11
，

So ρμ ≤≤≤ DC ， also as 12≤<<<< ， hence 
Iiii ∈<< ,1ρμ ，and DC 1<< ，so the theorem is 

obtain． 
Theorem 6.7. Suppose ∧∈≤ λλ ),,( SX  is a family of 
preordered L-fuzzy 

Syntopogenous spaces ． so λλ SS ∨∈∨=  is 
bounded ⇔  for every λλ S,∧∈  is bounded． 

Proof ． If S is bounded ， as SS ≤λ ， by 
proposition 6．3(1) λS  is bounded．Conversely，
for S<<∈ ， suppose q

n

i i
)(

1
λ<<<<=

=
U ， where 



ii
Sλλ ∈<< ， ∧∈iλ ， as 

i
Sλ is bounded， order 

XL
i
⊆λε  satisfying ⇒<< ii BA

iλ
for 

some
ii

C λλ ε∈  with .ii BCA
i
≤≤ λ Now suppose 

A<<B ， so k

N

kj
m
j BBAA

11 ,
== ∧=∨=  and 

kj BA 0<< ，where <<0= i
n
i <<=1U ， for (j， k) 

exists 
i

n

i
jkC λεε

1=
=∈ U  with kjkj BCA ≤≤ ，

therefore BCA jk

n

k

m

j
≤∧∨≤

== 11
．By the definition 6.1, 

we obtain the theorem． 
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